
CMD Express is an Internal Manufacturing Team That Specializes in the 
Manufacture of Low Cavitation Tooling, Custom Machined Components and 
Assemblies, as Well as Providing Best-In-Class Mold Maintenance Services.

Overview of Capabilities 
We can support all your needs for:
■	 1 & 2 cavity production molds
■	 Prototype molds
■	 Precision mold components
■	 Precision machined parts
■	Mold sampling services
■	Mold qualification
■	 First article inspection
■	 Short run production
■	 Engineering capabilities
■	 Swiss turning
■	 Precision milling
■	 EDM services (wire and sinker)

Quality Products
It all starts with experience; our engineers, mold makers and machinists average more than 20 years in the 
industry. That means you get the expertise, creativity and the practical guidance you need to solve your problems 
quickly and economically.

Advanced Facilities and Equipment
We support our employees with the absolute best equipment that is available today. Our 40,000 square foot 
facility offers you the latest, state-of-the-art equipment in the industry. This provides our customers with reduced 
lead times and the confidence in knowing that the job is done right the first time.

CMD Express



 Industry Leader for Intricate, Robust and Fast Cycling Molds

Quick Turn Tooling
No project is too big or too small. Our multi-shift 
operation can handle your largest projects. We 
routinely provide First Article Inspection data, 
mold qualification and short run production of 
molded parts to ensure your complete satisfaction.

Precision Machining
When it comes to precision machining, tiny 
variations can make immense differences. Even 
the difference between accuracy and precision can have a major impact on your finished parts. While precision 
and accuracy are closely related, suppliers that understand the subtle differences between them can ultimately 
provide you with a better product.

Accuracy describes the closeness of a feature to its target dimension, while precision describes the variation 
between similar features—in other words reproducibility and repeatability. It is not possible to reliably achieve 
accuracy without precision.

At CMD Express, we keep as much variation out of the process as possible. We closely monitor the temperature 
of the pieces we machine to keep them consistent. We control the speed and the feed to ensure all materials are 
maintained at the exact conditions throughout the entire process—from setup through finishing operations like 
EDM and grinding.

Mold Maintenance
Let our team of experts maintain your important assets – your molds. As a ToolingDocs Certified Mold Maintenance 
provider, Custom Mold & Design has implemented advanced, systematic mold maintenance disciplines that 
provide us and our customers with a competitive advantage.

Quality Certifications:
ISO 9001:2008 Certified

AS9100C Certified
ITAR Registered

Tooling Docs Certified
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